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COMPARING & CONTRASTING

Two seemingly disparate religious & ethical paradigms –

a. Mormonism: A pioneer religion founded by Joseph 
Smith, expanded by Brigham Young in the Western U.S. 
with a strong American flavor of frontier values: 
independence, self-reliance, entrepreneurial 
capabilities, etc.

b. Thai Buddhism: An ancient philosophy of spiritual 
traditions articulated today by Sulak Sivaraksa who 
works from his ashram outside of Bangkok to live at one 
with nature & facilitate the building of civil society.



MILLICENT OWUOR, NEW MOM, NAMES NEWBORN 

TWINS BARACK OBAMA & MITT ROMNEY 

NOV. 6, 2012



THE LDS VISION BRIGHAM YOUNG
Brigham Young, the second 
prophet of the LDS Church 
established hundreds of 
pioneer communities in the 
Mountain West, emphasizing 
core values of stewardship, 
consecration, & love of 
nature, while abhorring 
conspicuous consumption & 
greed. Instead, he pushed for 
modest lifestyles. In fact, 
Brigham was perhaps a 
founder of the idea of 
recycling. 



MORMON ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES

 Latter-day Saints have been taught to not waste 
anything, but to live simple, sustainable lives. Brother 
Brigham sought to avoid degradation of the planet, 
instead keeping it clean & pleasing to God, working 
toward its future millennial beauty as a “paradisaical 
state.”

 Per this symposia event, Mormons seek a “Restoration” 
of all good ethical teachings.

 They embrace the divine concept of “Stewardship” in 
which the faithful don’t really own things, but are to care 
for & improve on all of God’s creations.

 Such ideas are not peripheral principles, but at the very 
core of LDS beliefs. 



STEWARDSHIP ACCORDING TO BRIGHAM

 “Not one particle of all that comprises this vast 

creation of God is our own. Everything we have 

has been bestowed on us for our action to see 

what we would do with it, whether we would 

use it for eternal life & exaltation or for eternal 

death & degradation.”  



MORMON ENVIRONMENTAL TEACHINGS

 “Yea, all things which come of the earth, …are 
made for the benefit and the use of man, both to 
please the eye and to gladden the heart. …. And it 
pleaseth God that he hath given all these things 
unto man; for unto this end were they made to be 
used, with judgment, not to excess, neither by 
extortion.” (D&C 59:18-20)

 “Men cannot worship the Creator & look with 
careless indifference upon his creatures…. Love of 
nature is akin to the love of God; the two are 
inseparable.” –Pres. Joseph F. Smith 



PRESIDENT GORDON B. HINCKLEY ON 

THRIFT & INDUSTRY

 Ours is a wasteful generation. Our pioneer 

forebears lived by the motto: “Fix it up, 

wear it out, make it do, or do  without”. 

Today, the obsession with riches cankers 

& destroys & leads to irresponsible 

financial decisions. … Work & thrift are 

indeed virtues to be exploited, virtues to 

be admired, virtues vital to the stability of 

any healthy society, family, & individual.



MORE FROM BROTHER BRIGHAM

 Within Mormonism, the revolutionary teachings 
of Brother Brigham advocate that we should 
“love” the earth as our eternal “home” &
maintain the pristine environment of the 
wilderness. In his day he emphasized the value 
of pure water & air, & warned against 
“polluting” God’s handwork. For Mormons, our 
role as humans is to remake the earth as a 
“Garden of Eden” where there is beauty &
peace as we live at one with nature. 



THAI BUDDHISM SULAK SIVARAKSA
Sulak Sivaraksa is a Thai 

Buddhist leader who trains 

monks & social entrepreneurs 

in environmental justice. He 

won the Alternative Nobel Prize 

(the Right Livelihood Award); 

has also been jailed  numerous 

times because of his activism, 

even forcing him into exile 

because of his role as the 

conscience of Thailand. The 

last arrest & imprisonment was 

in 2008.



SULAK THE CHANGE AGENT

 This Buddhist visionary articulates a view of nature 

that is almost reverential. I have met & collaborated 

with him (along with students) since 2005 when I 

established an NGO, Wave of Hope, to help rebuild 

Thai villages destroyed by the Asian tsunami. 

 In discussions at Wongsanit Ashram which was 

founded in 1984 outside of Bangkok, I learned about 

his amazing labors to “preserve nature,” combat 

pollution, foster climate improvements, & build 

democracy & “social justice movements” that have led 

to success throughout Asia



SULAK QUOTES ON THE ENVIRONMENT

 “We need to maintain our traditional respect for Mother 
Earth, Mother River & Father Mountain.”

 “An attachment to an atomized sense of self & the Self-
Other binary is the antithesis of interdependence & an 
obstacle to achieving the peace of enlightenment. A 
commitment to nature & a deep respect for all life can 
help foster a change from an individualized self to a self 
as inter-being.”

 “The expression of the nature of nature in Buddhism 
combines the concepts of reverence for life and nature 
as teacher. The stillness and flexibility of trees, the 
patience of insects, and the firmness of the earth are all 
qualities to be explored and hopefully, internalized.”



SULAK ON ECO-BUDDHISM

From his book: The Wisdom of Sustainability: 

Consumerism is a “demonic religion.”  Consumerism 
is one of the main drivers of the climate crisis.

“From the Buddhist point of view, the three root 
causes of suffering are greed, hatred & delusion. 
Consumerism promotes greed. Greed now 
dominates global society, through advertising in the 
media & because transnational corporations are in 
control. It is linked with hatred & violence.”



SULAK’S 2012 ECOLOGICAL DESIGN EDUCATION 

& TRAINING OF TRAINERS

Moving beyond the East: 

“Ecovillages offer a comprehensive solution to the 
major challenges of our times by addressing the 
acceleration of climate change and environmental 
destruction, the impacts of peak oil & global 
economic instability & the alienating fragmentation 
of the social & community fabric of many 
contemporary societies. We can learn much from the 
numerous sustainable communities that exist 
around the world.”



MORE OF SULAK’S ACTIVISM 

 He has advocated, along with his friend, the Dalai Lama &

other leaders, for what he calls “Engaged Buddhism.” 

 Sulak is the father of the International Network of Engaged 

Buddhists (INEB). In this he trains monks to both care for the 

environment as well as labor for a better quality of life &

economic improvements among the poor.

 He is founder of the Social Science Review which became the 

intellectual voice of the Thailand, as well as several NGOs, & 

the Spirit in Education Movement (SEM).

 Sulak has worked tirelessly to train activists throughout Asia in 

capacity-building skills & strategies that will prepare citizens to 

lead their transformation from dictatorships & state control 

toward genuine democracy. The shift from a military 

dictatorship in Burma (Myanmar) to people power is a recent 

example.



HOLISTIC, INTEGRATING BUDDHIST THEORY

 Sulak’s emphasis is on practice & mindful reflection 
with a participative & experiential exploration of four 
keys of his movement. Unique to the Thailand, he 
advocates a meditation which embraces spiritual 
diversity as part of his teachings (no one right religious 
path).

 Social Design - how to build and strengthen community; 
communication skills; personal empowerment &
leadership, coaching; Worldview – shifting paradigm; 
reconnecting with nature; socially engaged spirituality; 
creativity & art; Economic Design – globalization / re-
localization; right livelihood; community economics; 
social enterprise; Ecological Design - the design of 
sustainable human settlements; eco-building; ecological 
restoration; local food.



TOWARD A THAI BUDDHIST LIFESTYLE

 Sulak is devoted to developing & promoting an 

alternative way of living that is grounded in Buddhist 

Dharma, cultural diversity & environmental 

sustainability.

 He also seeks to restore the historic roots of Thai 

culture, preferring to call his country by its ancient 

name, Siam.

 This nomenclature & indigenous values regarding 

Mother Earth are core aspects of his Buddhist 

practice. He also prefers to use the term “Buddhism 

with a Small b” in order to emphasize his belief that 

there ought not to be a national religious model, but 

rather an openness to many paths to God.



IMPERFECT SPIRITUAL & 

ENVIRONMENTAL  PRACTICES

 Of course, neither Mormonism nor Buddhism is always 
fully & perfectly adhered to. 

 In Sulak’s case, he constantly agonizes over the many 
lethargic monks who spend much time smoking & 
gambling away their days. He calls them to a higher law 
of community service.

 Some Mormons live millionaire lifestyles with multiple 
mansions & elevators in which to park their Cadillacs.

 Mormon state officials in Utah are currently attempting 
a land grab by fighting the federal government to gain 
control over Utah’s wild public lands. This was the first 
of a growing movement to “take back our country” now 
being mounted by a radical agenda.



SYNTHESIZING MORMONISM & BUDDHISM

IN PRACTICE TODAY

These two philosophies not only share historic 

teachings of the past, but current practices, as 

well. For example, new intentional communities 

are being created by today’s adherents. Mormons 

& Buddhists are establishing ecovillages as

cases of modern LDS members & families uniting 

to cut costs, and/or indigenous tribal villages in 

Asia seeking development.



MORE PARALLELS BETWEEN 

BRIGHAM’S & SULAK’S LEGACIES

 Their influence consists of bringing people 

together, usually sharing common values or 

spirituality, collaborating to build sustainable 

lives with a common social framework. The goal 

is to achieve co-operation with nature, rather 

than being against or having dominion over it. A 

basic objective is promoting low-impact 

lifestyles & an economics that is based on 

sustainability & shared self-reliance.



BELIEVERS FROM EACH GROUP SEEK TO REDUCE TOXICITY IN 

THE SOIL, IMPROVE AIR QUALITY, & PRESERVE BIODIVERSITY.

BOTH SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS  PROMOTE PUBLIC POLICY IDEALS

 Sulak writes, speaks &

lobbies governments to 

recognize the problems 

of climate change, to 

pass laws & establish 

incentives for reducing 

air & water pollution. 

 Similarly, modern 

Mormonism has 

embraced a number of 

policy initiatives that 

conserve nature & are 

environmentally sound. 

They include beginning 

to build green chapels by 

installing solar powered, 

energy neutral systems. 



THE BOTTOM LINE?

 Obviously, neither Mormons nor Buddhists always 
practice what they preach when it comes to 
matters of nature. But each spiritual tradition 
articulates a set of ideas which suggest that 
“Happiness lies beyond the GDP” (Sulak, 2011)

 Both Buddhism & Mormonism seem to overlap 
with regard to philosophies that emphasize not 
only environmental stewardship practices for 
today, but for future generations as well.



MY PERSONAL APPLICATIONS OF MORMON & 

BUDDHIST ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES

 NGO start-ups from my BYU courses – 28 so far in 34 
countries, involving 4,000 students, numerous LDS 
professionals, over $200 million in donations, impacting 
11 million people.

 Case 1: Sustain Haiti – Reforestation, clean water, etc.

 Case 2: HELP International – Square-Foot-Gardens, 
adobe stoves, & soilet latrines

 Case 3: Ouelessebougou Alliance in Mali – Women’s 
cooperative agriculture, community tree planting, etc.

 Learning from indigenous villagers – Grass cutter co-op



CONCLUSION

 Buddhism & Mormonism share many commonalities, 
especially with regard to ecology & care for the natural 
world. Each spiritual tradition is grounded in ethical 
environmental principles. Both share the notion that 
we have a moral responsibility to care for and even 
reverence nature. Earth’s beauty & all living things are 
seen to be the handiwork of God, & both religious 
paradigms emphasize caring for nature, living simply, 
appreciating our surroundings, & practicing 
sustainability in our lives.

 They may not be twins, but they’re at least 
environmental cousins.


